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ABSTRACT. In [NOVOTNY, M.: Construction of all homomorphisms of 
groupoids, Czechoslovak Math . J. 4 6 ( 1 2 1 ) (1996), 141-153] is defined the mo-
nounary algebra un(C7, o) corresponding to a groupoid (G, o) . The aim of this 
paper is to prove tha t each monounary algebra is up to isomorphism a retract of 
un(G, o) for some groupoid (G, o) . 
Introduction 
The importance of the notion of retract in several areas of mathematics is well 
known and is commonly appreciated. There are dozens of papers dealing with 
retracts of algebraic structures, we quote only some of them ([9]—[11], [16]—[18]). 
Monounary algebras play a significant role in the study of algebraic and rela-
tional structures, especially in the case of finite structures (cf., e.g., J 6 n s s o n 
[8], S k o r n j a k o v [15], C h v a 1 i n a [2]). Further, there exists a close connec-
tion between monounary algebras and some types of automata (cf. e.g., B a r t o 1 
[1], S a l i j [14]). 
M. N o v o t n y [13] proved that all homomorphisms of groupoids can be 
constructed by means of homomorphisms of monounary algebras. In this con-
struction he defined and investigated the notion of a monounary algebra denoted 
by un((7, o), which corresponds to a groupoid (t7, o). 
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In [12], cyclic monounary algebras of the form un(G,o) were studied. 
Given a monounary algebra (A, f) and the groupoid (A, *,) with x * • y 
— f(y)i o n e c a n easily verify that (A, f) is both a subalgebra and a homomorphic 
image of un(A, *,) (for the first part, just take the injection i: y —> (y,f(y)) 
and for the second part take the second projection n2: (x,y) —> y). But in this 
case, (A, f) need not be a retract of un(A, * , ) . (For the throughout definitions 
cf. Section 1 below.) 
The aim of the present paper is to prove that each monounary algebra is up 
to isomorphism a retract of some un(G, o) for a groupoid (£?, o). 
On the other hand, there exists a proper class of monounary algebras which 
are not isomorphic to any un(G, o). 
Retracts of monounary algebras were investigated by the author [3]-[7]. 
1. Preliminar ies 
We recall some basic definitions. 
A monounary algebra is a pair (A, f), where A is a non-empty set and / is 
a unary operation on A. 
Let (-4,/) be a monounary algebra. For a G A we put f°(a) = a, and by 
induction, fn(a) = f(fn~l(a)) for each n G N. 
A monounary algebra (A, / ) is said to be connected if for each x, y G A there 
are m, n G N U {0} such that fm(x) = fn(y). 
A maximal connected subalgebra (B: f) of (̂ 4, / ) is called a connected com-
ponent of (A, f); we will say also that B is a connected component of (A, / ) . 
An element a G A is cyclic if fn(a) = a for some n G N. Let (B, f) be a 
connected component of (A, / ) . If each element of B is cyclic, then B is a cycle 
of (A/)-
Let (A, F) be an algebra. A subalgebra (B,F) of (A, F) is a retract of 
(A, F) if there is an endomorphism cp of (A, F) such that ^ is a mapping of A 
onto B and <p(6) = 6 for each b G F?; in this case </> is said to be a retraction 
endomorphism. 
Let (G, o) be a groupoid. A monounary algebra un(G, o) corresponding to 
(G, o) is defined as follows: un((7, o) = (GxG, g), where # is a unary operation 
o n G x G such that if (x, y) G G x G, then g((x, y)) = (y,x oy). 
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2. Underlying set of the groupoid (G,o) 
In what follows, let (A, / ) be a monounary algebra. 
As we already announced above, our aim is to construct a groupoid (G, o) 
such that (.A, / ) is isomorphic to a retract of un(Gf, o). In the present section 
we construct the underlying set G of the groupoid under consideration; the 
operation o will be dealt with in Section 3. 
We will use the following notation. Let a be an ordinal and let a system 
of sets {Bp}p<a be such that Bp C B1 for each (3 < 7 < a. Further assume 
that {(Pp}<3<a is a system of mappings <£*: Bg —y C for some set C such 
that if /3 < 7 < a , b € Bp, then (f1(b) = ipp(b). By a union (J ip^ we 
/3<a 
understand the mapping ip\ [j BQ —y C such that whenever b G B@, (3 < a, 
then <p(b) = (Pp(b). P<a 
First we are going to define by induction a set A of ordinal numbers. 
For a set T of ordinals let T+ be the smallest ordinal which is greater than 
any 7 G T. 
Applying the Axiom of Choice we can suppose that the set A is well-ordered, 
i.e., 
A = {afM\ lx<//0}, kx0 GOrd , 
and also that the system of all connected components of (A, / ) is well-ordered, 
i.e., (-4,/) possesses the system {KL}L<LQ of connected components, tQ G Ord . 
For each t' < ^0 ^
e^ xi ^e a n x e d element of KL such that if KL contains 
a cycle, then xL is cyclic Further we define certain subsets P„, n G N U {0}, 
of KL, which we call folds generated by xL; they are defined as follows: 
PI = {TOO : i € N U {0}} , P> = j " 1 (P0<) - P0*, 
PZ+1=r
1(P$ for each n € N. 
Now we will proceed by induction and define, for each ordinal r) < \i0, 
- a set D C A, 
- a set A^ C Ord, 
- a mapping ip : D ->• A x A such that 
(*1) if ri < V" < fi0, then D^ C £>„„ , A,,, C A^, , 
(*2) if ri < ri' < H ,d € D^,, then ^ , (d) = <pv„ (d), 
(*3) if ri < fiQ, A: € A , , then there are A2 € A , , d G D , such that 
either <pn,(d) = (A15A2) or ipv,(d) = ( A ^ A J , 
(*4) if r]' < n0, d,ee Dn,, <pv,(d) = (A1 ;A2), ^ , ( e ) = (A^Ag), then 
d = e. 
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I. For n = 0 put Dn = H}, Ar? = 0. 
II. Let n G Ord, n > 0. Suppose that for all ordinals n' < n sets D ,, A , 
and an injective mapping ip ,: D , —•» A , x A , are defined such that the 
conditions analogous to (*l)-(*4) are valid, with the distinction that we 
take n instead of /x0. 
If A ^ U Dn,, then there is the smallest i < i0 such that KL <£ \J D , 
r)'<r) r)'<7) 
and there is the smallest n G N U {0} such that PLn £ \J D ,. 
/ \ + r)'<r) 
Denote 0 = ( U A J • 
Kr)'<r) ' 
a) Assume that n = 0 and xL £ \J D ,. 
r)'<r) 
a l ) If / ( . r t ) = x t > t h e n w e s e t D„ = | J D,'U { x j , A, = U \ - U {/?} 
r)'<r) r)'<r) 
and 
, N f ( U^)(°)
 i f a € uIv> 
( /^(a) = < V < > ? »7'<»? 
I CM) ifa = x t . 
The induction assumption yields that (*l)-(*4) are satisfied if we take ry+ 
instead of / /0 . 
a2) If f(xL)^xL, then either xL belongs to a k-element cycle, k > 1, or all 
elements f(xL), i G NU {0}, are mutually distinct. We put Dn = \J Dn, U P0
A. 
r)'<rj 
In the first case A^ = \J A , U {/?,/? + 1 , . . . , / ? + ( k - l ) } and ^ is an extension 
r)'<r) 
of U <rV s u c n t n a ^ 
Г)'<Г) 
(ß+i,ß+І+l) Іf t = 0 , . . . , Ä - l . 
'*/ (ľOO) = { (ß+k, ß) if . = k. 
In the second case we set A^ = \J A , U {(3 + n : n < LJ} and (pn is an extension 
r)'<r) 
Of U <rV S U C n t n a t 
r/^77 
^ ( / ' K ) ) = (/?+*,/3+i+l) for each i < u;. 
Also in this case (*l)-(*4) are satisfied (with 77+ substituted for fi0). 
b) Assume that xL G U ^ V •
 I n v i e w °f a l ) a n ( ^ a 2 ) a l s o ^0 -= U Dr,'> t n u s 
77'<77 V'<V 
n > 0. There is the smallest element y ePLn- \J Dn,. Then /(?/) G P^_ x C 
r)'<r) 
U -D^, i.e., there are n' < n and a1,a2e An, such that ^ (/(?/)) = («-_, a 2 ) . 
r/'<77 
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We put 
D„ = {jDv,U{y}, Av= [ J A , U W . 
r)'<r) rj'<r) 
Further, let cp be an extension of |J cp , such that ipv(y) = (Pi
ai)-
rj'<V 
There exists 7]0 _ /x0 such that A = |J D ,. Thus for each 77 with rj0 ^ 
^ < ^ o 
77 < //0 we put £>„ = Z^o , A^ = A ^ , ^ = ^ . 
NOTATION 2 .1 . Now we have A = 1J D^. Put 
^7<po 
A= u v <?= U ̂ 7> 
V<Vo V<^o 
G = A U { A + } , 
ft = <p(A). 
3. Operation o of the groupoid (G, o) 
Using 2.1, in this section a binary operation o on G will be defined. 
First we define a*/? for (a,/?) G ft as follows. Let (a,/3) G ft. There is x G _4 
with <p(x) = (a, /?) . The definition of <p implies that <p(f(x)) = (/?,7) for some 
7 G A; put a * /3 — 7 . 
LEMMA 3 .1 . Let D be a binary operation on G such that if (a,/?) G ft. £ften 
aD/3 = a * (3. Further let un(G, • ) = (GxG,h). Then ft is closed with respect 
to h. 
P r o o f . Let (a,/?) G ft. Then /i((a,/?)) = (/?,aD/3) = (/?, a * /?) G ft. • 
LEMMA 3.2. Le£ tte assumption of 3.1 hold. Then cp is an isomorphism of 
(A, f) onto (ft, h). 
P r o o f . By 2.1, the mapping <p is surjective. From the construction in Sec-
tion 2 it follows that cp is injective. 
Let x G A, (p(x) = (a,/3) G ft. Then cp(f(x)) = (^,7) and 7 = a * / ? , which 
yields 
¥>(/(.-)) = (/?,7) = (P,a*0) = ((3,a D /?) = h((a,/?)) = % ( * ) ) . 
Thus tp is an isomorphism of (A, f) onto (0 , h). • 
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Now we are going to define the operation o on G. In i there exist (not 
necessarily distinct) elements a,af,a,f,af" such that f(af") = a", f(a") = a!, 
f(a!) = a; we take fixed elements with this property. Then there are ordinals 
S, T, Tf, T", Tfff £ A such that 
ф") = (т",т'), 
џ(a'") = (т'",т"). 
<p(a) = (T, S), 
f(a') = (T',T), 
By the definition of * we obtain 
r ' " * r " = T
f, T" *T
f = T, Tf*T = 5. 
Further denote A = A + ; notice that A ^ A, thus we have 
(a, A) ^ f] for any a G A. 
NOTATION 3.3. Let o be a binary operation on G defined as follows: 
( a* (3 if (a,f3) eft, 
5 if a = A, p = T , 





a o / 3 = < 
Put (B,g) = un(G,o). 
In view of (f), a o (3 is correctly defined. 
LEMMA 3.4. (Q,g) is a retract of (B,g). 
P r o o f . Let us define a retraction endomorphism h: B 
B = G x G we define 
í í . For (a,ß) Є 
h((a,ß)) = < 
( (a,(3) if (a,/?) e f t , 
(T',T) if a = X, (3 = T, 
(T",T') i f / ? = A , 
, (T"',T") otherwise. 
The mapping is correctly defined according to (f). 
Let (a,p) e i l . Then g((a,fi)) G SI in view of 3.1, thus 
h(g((a,(3)))=g((a,(3))=g(h((a,[3))). 
For (a, (3) = (X, r ) we obtain 
h(g((a,0))) = h((/3,ao (3)) = h((T,5)) = (T,8) 
= (T, T'*T) = (T, T'OT)= 9((T', T)) = g(h((a, /?))) . 
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Let (a,/3)€B, (5 = X. Then 
h(g((a, /3))) = h((/3, ao(3)) = h((X, T)) = (T', r ) 
= (T>, T" * T') = (T', T" O r ' ) = 9((T", T')) = g(h((a, /?))) . 
Finally, consider the remaining case for (a, /?). Then 
h(g((a, /?))) = h((0, ao(3))= /.((/?, A)) = (T", T') 
= (T", r'" * T") = (T", T'" O T") = 9((T>", T")) = g(h((a, /?))) . 
Therefore h is a retraction endomorphism onto ($7, g), thus (f), g) is a retract 
of (.8,0). D 
THEOREM 3.5. Let (A, f) be a monounary algebra. There exists a groupoid 
(G, o) such that (A, f) is isomorphic to a retract of the monounary algebra 
un(G, o) corresponding to the groupoid (G, o). 
P r o o f . The assertion follows from 3.2 and 3.4. D 
We conclude by giving an example which shows that there exists a proper 
class of monounary algebras which are not isomorphic to any un(G, o) for a 
groupoid (G, o). 
E X A M P L E 3.6. Let (A, / ) be a monounary algebra such that \A\ > 1 and there 
is an a G A with f(x) = a for each x G A. We will show that (A, f) ^ un(G, o) 
for any groupoid (G, o). 
Suppose that there are a groupoid (G, o) and an isomorphism (p of (A, / ) 
onto un(G, o) = (GxG,g). Denote (p(a) = (ava2). Then 
(a^a2) = (p(a) = cp(f(a)) = g(cp(a)) 
= g(K,a2)) = (a 2 , a i °
 a2) > 
which implies ax = a2 = ax o a2. If 6 G A — {a}, cp(b) = (6 l3 62), then 
(ava2) = (p(a) = (p(f(b)) = g(<p(b)) 
= 9((*>1,b2)) = (6 2 , 6 1 o6 2 ) , 
thus a1 =b2. Therefore 
ip(A) C {(x,ax) : x eG} . 
Since |^4| > 1, we obtain that tp(A) ^ G x G, which is a contradiction. 
We have constructed (-4,/) for each cardinality \A\ > 1, therefore there is a 
proper class of (A, f) with (A, f) ^ un(G, o) for any groupoid (G, o). 
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